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Annual Report – (9 Feb. 2013) 
 
A new committee started working in February 2011. The committee was once more 
chosen for 2012 with the following: 
 
Eva Wern-Edvardsson   President    Caballo Blanco 30 
Gunilla Pedersen    Vice president & Treasurer El Gato 23 
Max Öberg      liaison Old Street lights  Caballo Blanco 18 
Margret Brühlmann    liaison gardening   Caballo Blanco 21 
Jean Bergvall    liaison water tanks   Caballo Blanco 20 
Juan Antonio Molina   liaison projects   El Gato 14 
Ana Belén Bañasco De La Rubia  Administrator   - 
 

 
 
During the year the money in the bank has fallen substantially as the Urbanization had to 
make a lot of improvements to our water tanks. The amount is now about 19 000.€ 
 
 
The urbanisation  
The urbanisation consists of 51 houses plus one under construction and one separate 
garage. 20 are Scandinavian speaking, which is not surprising as Swedes started the 
community in the 1960´s, 18 English speaking and 15 Spanish speaking. We have 34 

From left: 
Max Öberg 
Margret Brühlmann 
Gunilla Pedersen 
Eva Wern-Edvardsson 
Behind: 
Ana Belén Bañasco De La 
Rubia 
Jean Bergvall 
Missing was Juan Antonio 
Molina 
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property owners who have e-mail. The Urbanisation fee was raised to 440 € per year 
from January 1, 2011 with a bonus of 40 € if paid during the year. The fee for the garage 
was raised from 49,50 € to 66 € (15%). All-important information about the Urbanisation 
is found on our website: www.caballoblancoyelgato.com. 
 
Website 
For four years John Newton has splendidly established and maintained our website. But 
on December 15 he gave us notice for December 31st. We now have a temporary new 
place for the site and it is being updated. Some work will have to be done during 2013. 
 
 
Non-payers 
Last year we still had 7 340,00 € to expect from late annual fees. This year we have 6 
191 € to expect of which 880 € is promised on the way. Two of them are not ordinary 
late (CB29 and EG20). One has paid also this year by instalments (EG12) 2 are still in 
court waiting for a court date (EG9 and EG19).  
 
AGM date 2010 2011 2012 2013 
Late fees total 4 209 € 5 719 € 7 340 € 6 191 € 
 
 
The water tanks 
Our water tanks on the top were built in the winter of 1971-72. Not much had been done 
since. As we had an inspection just before our last AGM we had information that things 
needed to be done to improve our water tanks. The budget was increased 2000 € for that 
purpose. As the inspection information and the following quotes came in, it was evident 
that the amount needed would be much greater than anticipated. So we had an EGM on 
June 16 to decide about the improvement of our water tanks with another budget 
increase of 8 000 €, a total of 11 000 €. We had 4 different quotes and the work started 
in June. 
 
The renovations of the water tanks are terminated. The inspector of Coín has visited and 
is happy about the result. She is also using us, as a good example of how the water 
tanks should be handled. The Chlorine levels are the same for the ingoing water to the 
tanks as well as the outgoing water into the different houses.  PH-levels are always the 
same. We have also taken samples further down in the urbanisation and that value is not 
different. Tests are taken every 3 times a week now. In the beginning it was done every 
day. 
 
The building of a by-pass for the water made it possible to shut down the water supply to 
the community to a minimum of time. All requests that the Ayuntamiento put on us have 
been fulfilled except for a tap down in the bottom of the Urbanisation, which will be made 
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at EG14. We can now take samples easily from a purpose built tap. The whole area is 
now gated and has a locked door. 
 
Our water comes from the town, via El Rodeo and goes further to La Trocha and Sierra 
Chica. It does not come from the big water tank on the top. That water is given to the 
surrounding countryside.  
 
Pictures enclosed. 
 
The new electricity system 
One more property has been connected to the new electricity system during 2012, so 
now we still have 6 who are on the old system, 4 in Caballo Blanco and 2 in El Gato. We 
have made two revisions during the year to make sure that nobody has connected 
himself or herself without paying the connection fee. No illegal connections were found. 
 
If everybody paid the connection fee we would have another 14 086 € in the bank. A new 
instalment plan was introduced but none has agreed to take it on yet. The plan would get 
the connection when the connection fee had been paid in full. 
 
Old streetlights 
We have had some problems during the year but not too much. In February we had to do 
a revision because of problems. We have had some lamps changed and some smaller 
problems during the year that were solved. A sensor light has also been placed next to 
the letterboxes. But our electrician does warn us that the old system is coming to an end.  
 
New Street lights 
According to a quote two years ago new street lighting would cost around 20 000 €. 
Lampposts were not included but moving the existing ones to new places beside the 
Inbradi tubes that are already there was. We have talked to the town hall about who is 
going to pay, but as the economy is bad nothing has yet come of it. We also have a 
possible grant from Junta de Andalucia but they have no money. Therefore the 
committee suggest that we wait with new streetlights both to save up money and for the 
question of the grant possibility to clear. 
 
Problems with neighbours 
We still have had some problems with speeding in the Urbanization as well as dogs 
barking. We want to stress the need to take cars slowly on our bad roads and not have 
big lorries going where the signs say they should not go. Also we hope that dog owners 
see to it that their dogs do not bark when left unattended or do not fowl. 
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Gardening 
Last year we got a couple of quotes from different gardening firms. The reason being 
that the Urbanisation does not want to be responsible for possible problems as the firm 
pay taxes, social security and have insurance for their operation. We took the less costly 
offer of 350 € a month excl. IVA from Atalaya. We have had the contract on a trial basis 
for one year and we have prolonged it for another 3 months. As suggested in our agenda 
the Committee suggest we continue with a proper firm with taken quotes now and then 
for getting the best price. Without a proper automatic watering system, the work with 
watering in the summer takes all the hours we have to our disposal. 
 
Palm vivel & procession caterpillars 
We have had problems with both palm vivel and procession caterpillars in the 
urbanisation. We treat our palm trees on the common land 4 times a year. Please make 
sure the pests do not multiply in your garden. Most of the pine trees with procession 
caterpillars are on private land. We hope that every property owner who has got some 
will treat them so not to cause harm on people and animals. They can be dangerous. 
Some property owners already have taken down their pines and for that we should all be 
thankful. 
 
The streets 
This year we have had no maintenance of the streets. 
 
Parking 
The parking spaces on top of Caballo Blanco has earlier had problems with cars that park 
under the trees and then go into the park, which demolish the park landscape. Margret 
Brülmann have donated and installed stones to hinder that. They have also been painted 
in a special colour so that they are seen in darkness. Big thanks to Margret! 
 
Some people have wanted parking spaces as we have very narrow streets in many areas 
and thus it is difficult to park along the streets. Because of that we have used the 
gardeners to clean up in EG between EG7 and EG31 to make parking easier. 
 
 
Bank account with interest 
It was decided on last AGM that the committee should take offers for best interest, as the 
plan was to bind money for streetlights during one year. As we got information about big 
jobs needed to be done on our water tanks, we made enquires but did not put any 
money in a special account. As the Spanish economy also went from bad to worse we 
decided that it was not worth the risk to get a better interest than in a bank account that 
was safe according to EU regulations. Now, however, we have put 10 000 € into an 
account at Unicaja which is certified by the EU. The interest is only 100 € net a year, but 
still we get something more. 
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Town Hall –visit 
We have made several visits to the Ayuntamiento during the year. But we are sorry to 
say that promises have not yet been fulfilled. We have though got permission to take 
down the shed for the rubbish and enlarge it, without paying for certificate, with the help 
of builders on EG14 (meeting in October 2012). 
 
Miscellaneous 
Letterboxes have been fixed several times. Some do not empty their letterboxes and the 
post overflows. Please take care of your letterboxes. 
 
A paper bin was placed close to the letterboxes where you can put unwanted flyers. 
 
We have had two water leaks in the streets that have been mended. The first was fixed 
by he owner responsible and the second by the Ayuntamiento.  
 
Information about big jobs has been given re. water tanks during the year.  
 
The rat problem in the Arroya at El Gato was taken up at the last AGM. The 
Ayuntamiento promised to take care of the issue, monitor the area, report and take 
action for it is their responsibility. 
 
Regarding the Urbanization insurance policy the Committee has asked our insurance 
broker to get quotes so that we get the best deal. Before August (renewal date) we were 
in contact with them but found out that Helvetia still had the best deal. 
 
 
 
 


